
Recruiting Men To Mentor  
Men



Recruiting Male Mentors in Person will:

 Bring Awareness
 Bring Understanding & Empathy
 Bring Comfort
 Bring Commitment
 Bring Success



Awareness: Making Men Aware Of The Need For P.R.I.D.E. Mentors
 Make sure that men are aware of the need
 Make sure that men have a fundamental understanding of the issue
 Make sure the men are informed about the statistics and other data as 

it directly relates to P.R.I.D.E. mentees, the community, the city, the 
State of N.C., and  their own lives



Understanding: Telling & Listening To Stories
 Stories are the basis of empathy & understanding
 Stories that reflect how mentors have made a difference
 This allows the man to reflect on his own childhood stories of growing up and he begins

to recognize how his own role models made (or did not make) a difference in his life
 Men in general start to empathize with the P.R.I.D.E. mentees, who need strong role          

models       
 In sharing stories, emphasize role models outside the home or family. This will show  

him that he does not have to take on the role of a father nor be there everyday
 Describing a mentor as a father can be a little overwhelming and cause the man undue 

concern about his expected role & time commitment. 



 If he did not have a good role model, allow him to talk about 
how that impacted his life. The key is getting him to talk about 
and acknowledge the importance of a mentor.

 “That must have been difficult not having (reflect on what he 
talked about). We have a lot of young men similar in P.R.I.D.E.



 Think a moment about your life as you were growing up. What men guided you in 
life? Was it your coach, or a pastor, or a caring teacher?

 What would you be like today if there were no good role models in your life?
 If you hadn’t had someone to look up to, what people would have shaped your life?
 How might your life have been different



Comfort: Acknowledging That He Is Ready

 Assure him that he possesses the skills and characteristics P.R.I.D.E. needs to make                      
 a difference
 He must understand that the most important quality he brings to P.R.I.D.E. is his own

unique personality
 Inform him that by listening, considering, and understanding, demonstrates readiness
 Utilize the information you learned about him to show him that he has what P.R.I.D.E.

needs
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